[Pharmacological study on an irreversible ligand of opioid receptors, A-alpha-CAM, and its reaction with the sulfhydryl group].
A-alpha-CAM is an irreversible partial agonist of opiate receptors. Its binding to opioid receptors from P2 membrane preparations of rat brain and its effect on isolated tissues (GPI, MVD, RVD and RbVD) could not be washed away, indicating the irreversible nature of its binding. A-alpha-CAM inhibited the electrically elicited contraction of GPI, a pure agonist, with an IC50 of 2.6 mumol/L, and this effect could not be antagonized by Nx. A-alpha-CAM acted as a partial agonist on MVD with an IC50 of 0.153 mumol/L. With RVD and RbVD, A-alpha-CAM acted as an antagonist with PA2 values of 7.4 and 7.7 respectively. Possibly, covalent binding of A-alpha-CAM with the sulfhydryl groups of opioid receptors is the biochemical mechanisms responsible for its irreversible action.